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ABSTRACT
Throughout life everyone experiences both physical and psychological pains and
adversities. In time, the body, mind and spirit are capable of healing. It is within this
liminal space between infliction and renewal that the self endures an elusive process that
is part of the human condition. Within my installation I have constructed a metaphor for
the physical and psychological stages of healing through form, materials, color and
process. The spatial environment evokes the literal and metaphorical notion of restoration
through a visual, olfactory and physical experience. As the viewer navigates the space, it
is the fragmentation and suggestion of form and textures that allude to healing of the
mind and spirit over time. With the use of natural materials, such as slip, cheesecloth,
gauze and paper the work further suggests fragility and mortality. Giving form to this
intangible notion of psychological healing, it is my desire that the installation allows for
contemplation and generates an emotional response in my viewer.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The human being is a surprisingly resilient organism. We impel
toward health, not sickness. Your spirit, as surely as your body, will try to
heal.
The question you must ask yourself is not if you will heal, but
how. Grief and pain have their own duration, and when they begin to pass,
you must take care to guide the shape of love, they make you more a part
of the human family. From them can come your greatest creativity. They
are the fire that burns you pure. (Nerburn 80-81)

In my work I am examining the transitions that occur within this space of healing
and how damage and repair generates contemplation and personal growth. My
installation references both the visceral and psychological stages within healing through
the use of material, form, color and process. The abstracted forms made of fibers, clay
slip and wax further reference bone, skin and tissues both fragmented and repaired. The
spatial environment evokes the literal and metaphorical notion of restoration through a
visual, olfactory and physical experience. By looking up, navigating the space, and
engaging in its details, the conditions embody personal reflection of life passages and the
hope for transcendence. Through this installation I have set in motion the possibility of
catharsis for those who engage my work fully.
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Pain and suffering are a reoccurring part of the human condition. Life’s
adversities and challenges are both a physical and psychological process of infliction and
renewal that is temporary, and with time comes healing. In a liminal space between initial
pain and restoration, the body, mind, and spirit experience multiple stages of healing.
This can be seen in the four pieces within this installation, Recollect (see fig. 1.1),
Threshold (see fig. 2.1), Release (see fig. 3.1) and Imprint (see fig. 4.1).
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CHAPTER TWO
THE METAPHOR FOR HEALING
In my installation, viewers see objects and pass through spaces that embody the
processes of physical, emotional, and spiritual healing. Because my forms resemble skin,
bone, and viscera, descriptions of physical wound healing correlate closely to the
approaches I took to making my work. It is through these formal decisions that my
viewer is able to take in and assimilate my installation. In the journal article, Physiology
of Wound Healing, M. Flanagan states, “The main healing mechanism is repair where
damaged tissue is replaced by connective tissue which then forms a scar.” (Flanagan).
Just as the body repairs itself, each stage of physical healing can be used metaphorically
to describe the healing process of the mind and spirit.
Healing of wounds consists of four stages: vascular response, inflammatory,
proliferative and maturation. Vascular response is the first stage that occurs immediately
after injury. When a wound bleeds and is exposed to the air, it begins to clot, as to seal
the incision, provoking tissues to repair. The body also produces serous fluids to assist in
cleansing the wound and protecting it from contaminants (Flanagan). This is comparable
to awareness and denial in the initial stages of trauma within psychological healing
(Goodwin). Awareness is like the presence of blood when first inflicted, while the
clotting and releasing of fluids is like denial of such event or trauma. It is still an open
wound, but there is an urgency to protect and eliminate any infectious sources. My work
evokes these physical and psychological states of tearing and protecting through forms
that appear damaged yet tentatively held together.
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Soon after vascular response, the body releases mediators that signal to the body
a sense of pain and inflammation; this is called the inflammatory stage. Blood vessels
rush to the inflicted area and accumulate in the soft tissues. Evidence of this phase is
witnessed in swelling, redness, pain and limited mobility (Flanagan). This parallels the
agony and discomfort in the beginning phase of healing found in emotional pain. When
adversities arise, emotional experiences can bring anguish and sometimes even
depression. My work speaks to these raw states through perforated forms that appear to
swell and undulate.
In the next phase comes repair of collagen tissues in the damaged areas of the
body, called the proliferative stage. Granulated tissues begin to form and fill in gaps of
destruction and close the wound. As Flanagan explains, “Granulation is the term used to
describe the new wound matrix made up of collagen and an extracellular material called
ground substance. These provide the scaffolding into which new capillaries will grow to
form connective tissue.” (Flanagan). These fibers are fragile; yet add flexibility and
strength to assist in the production of new skin. This regeneration of fibrous cells
correlates to the concepts of surrender and recovery within the psychological path of
healing. By accepting the situation emotionally and allowing time to heal, the mind and
spirit is capable of reestablishing itself and continuing on with what lies ahead
(Goodwin). These states are suggested through the fibrous substrate of my forms, which
is visible through thin areas of layered materials that appear to build upon a matrix.
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However, sometimes the body over-protects itself and natural defense
mechanisms take over. Within the medical community the term “proud flesh” is used to
describe over growth of granulated tissue. The wound will not heal on it’s own and
delays healing when the excess tissue is present because the tissue is unable to progress
over the surface (Stephen-Haynes 5).
Proud flesh can also be seen as defense mechanism within psychology. If the ego
over protects itself in stressful situations, often it leads to obsessions, phobias, and
anxieties (McLeod). “Proud flesh” are seen in areas within my ceiling installation that
appear hyper-pigmented yet raw, suggesting the possibility that our bodies and psyches
can develop defense mechanisms that ultimately do not serve us.
Lastly, the final stage in wound healing is maturation. At this point the collagen
continues to build and spreads in multiple directions to create scar tissue. As time goes by
the raised reddish scar tissue fades and the new skin is often stronger and more flexible
than normal skin (Flanagan). The psychological equivalent to a wound’s maturation is the
mental stage of rebirth. There is a sense of recovery and confidence in having endured the
pain. The threshold within healing is often difficult and unpredictable, but once mended
the mind and spirit is stronger and more flexible, just like scar tissue. The scar may not
ever completely fade, but it is a reminder of the past self and an experience that changes
one’s perspective, allowing for personal growth. These key developments are evident in
my self-contained, irregular forms that possess a warm, glowing skin that has the sheen
of a scar. These forms are luminous and whole, although their fresh, rough quality makes
evident their newly formed, provisional state.
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CHAPTER THREE
RECOLLECT

The indication of calamity greets the viewer as they walk into the gallery.
Recollect (see fig. 1.1), a piece that consists of remnants of deconstructed forms is
dispersed across the floor, harboring evidence of damage. In the initial stages of suffering
there is a source of affliction and within my work the record of a charred surface
represents this pain. The element of fire is a powerful source and it can be slow to start
and quick to destroy. These forms were once whole, but are now torn and burnt,
resembling that of skins and bones. The undulating surfaces are raw, while revealing
areas that have been scorched and segments of redness, further implying trauma.
There is a sense of discomfort or uneasiness walking amongst these remnants.
This is to suggest different degrees and stages of moving through difficult transitions. It
is below us, yet we can still see it, feel it or sense it, when existing in the space between
pain and renewal. A poignant smell of fire layered with lavender emanates from the
ground only enhancing the presence of the intense emotions involved in experiencing
such changes. The smell of fire or smoke is often associated in the mind with danger and
can initiate the primitive response to flee. Fusing this smell into the installation enhances
the connection to an experience that may be alarming, while the calming and sweet smell
of lavender is associated with healing. Lavender is an essential oil most often used to
relax the brain, reduce stress, and relieve muscle pain and inflammation. Smell is a
human’s first emotional response and I am utilizing it to further stimulate my viewer.
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Through our olfactory bulbs, smell is linked to the limbic system in our brain that
processes emotions and triggers memories. Before the viewer is even aware of the
aromas, there is a cognitive recognition that occurs, which is often hard to identify
through words (Ackerman 11). As author Diane Ackerman says in A Natural History of
The Senses, “The charm of language is that, though it’s human-made, it can on rare
occasions capture emotions and sensations which aren’t. But the physiological links
between the smell and language center of the brain are pitifully weak. Not so the links
between the smell and the memory centers, a route that carries us nimbly across time and
distance.” (Ackerman 7).
Ernesto Neto is a contemporary artist who utilizes smell along with sight, touch
and sound to reach his viewer and assimilate the body. His immersive environments
allow the viewer to navigate the space while being aware of their own body and its senses
(Atwood). In Anthropodino (2009), Neto infuses spices such as clove, cumin and
lavender to elicit awakening and relaxing experiences (Namerow). As an interactive
space, there are similarities and differences between Neto’s work and my own. While we
both incorporate smell to enhance the viewers experience within the installation, my use
of aromas are to instill a reactionary responses that is less about comfort and more about
memory, emotions and a human’s primitive response.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THRESHOLD

While navigating the floor installation, the viewer is also presented with a delicate
form hovering above the space. Through the burned vellum a layer exists that resembles a
network of fibrous tissue. The transition in the overlapping materials leads the viewer
through its depth and filtration of light. While some sections in the ceiling piece remain
dark through dense concealment, others segments allow for illumination and exposure of
the layers above.
The light and shadows within Threshold (see fig. 2.1) highlights and exposes the
presence of the material, but also its absence. Integrity and purity is signified in areas
where only light is revealed. In many religions and cultures, light is associated with the
sacred, a place of peace, enlightenment and hope. Transformation and the reconstruction
of the self is a transition that embodies a sacred space. It is a process grounded in the
unknown but the search for cohesion that encourages dedication and contemplation. The
play of light and shadow in Threshold suggests that darkness accompanies the light, a
reminder that one passes through that which cannot be clearly seen—which may be
frightening—before reaching the light.
The three significant processes suggested within Threshold are: affliction,
mending and renewal. Experiencing pain or an illness can make one feel fragmented and
broken. When progressing towards healing one strives for a sense of feeling integrated
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again. The gaps throughout the piece emphasize the need for repair while overall it is
working towards becoming a whole.
Threshold (see fig. 2.2) symbolizes a visual representation of rejuvenation and
renewal. The viewer is encouraged to look up, absorb the light, and engage in its
variation and fragmentation within its layers. The strata seen in this installation are like
the layers of the human skin. The burned surface suggests wounds inflicted to the skin,
while the exposed cheesecloth implies regenerative fibers renewing the substrate/building
blocks of the skin itself.
Skin is responsible for protecting the body and capable of regenerating itself. I
chose to use vellum paper as a symbolic reference to skin. Paper is a material made up of
fibers that are tightly intertwined. It is flexible, porous, and fragile while also capable of
being a strong structure. If preserved, it can last the passage of time. It is also a versatile
material that is seen in the everyday and responds to many of our human needs. The
properties of paper allows for manipulation just as we as individuals go through changes
and alterations. It can be stretched, torn, burned, folded, crumpled and stiffened just as
human beings can, in a figurative manner. With that, I chose to crumple and burn the
translucent paper to suggest tribulation, adversity and pain.
Mending is conveyed through the visual indication of a fibrous network seen in
the cheesecloth that is dipped in a liquefied clay body, called slip, and then stretched.
This is like the collagen tissue-fibers that spread to form a matrix similar to the healing
process of the physical body. These fibroblast tissues are flexible and begin to fill in the
wound. The role of the slip acts as glue, as well as adds strength and structure to the soft
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material while still allowing for flexibility. It conceals and protects the loose fibers while
simultaneously fusing the perforations, offering unity. The type of liquid clay I use is
porcelain, known for its strength and purity in color. Its primary ingredient or mineral is
kaolin, a soft white clay powder of decomposed granite that is usually found near to its
source and contains minimal contaminants. Similar to paper, kaolin has many everyday
uses, such as in the filling of paper for a smooth, tactile surface, and for medicinal
purposes as a drying agent on lesions and to alleviate itching and rashes.
The layering of materials and the illumination of Threshold, exhibit similar
characteristics as Eva Hesse’s, Contingent (1969). As part of the Process Art Movement,
Hesse’s work is grounded in process and use of material. Formally, both of our works
elicit vulnerability and emotions through the use of fibers and pliable materials that are
elusive and hard to express through language. Another parallel between these works is
that there are two perceptions that allow the viewer to experience them both as a
sculpture and as a painting (Krauss 29). Both activate three-dimensional space while
functioning as a two-dimensional surface covered in part by paint-like substances.
As a participant in the space, between the Recollect and Threshold (see fig. 1.2),
the viewer embodies the essence of existing in-between stages of healing. Just as layers
of rock and soil build up over time, such sediments can be compared to the
transformation of psychological progression. The layers accumulate, chemical changes
occur, and it produces a record of time. Life transitions are a combination of experiences
and psychological changes that add to our personal identity and self-continuity. Within
psychology, a human being’s episodic recollection is responsible for his or her sense of
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self and personal narrative throughout time. As author Stanley Klein of A Self to
Remember, states, “Episodic recollection thus is linked to self in a way that other types of
memory experience are not: It alone requires a capacity to represent the self as a
psychologically coherent entity persisting through time, whose past experiences are seen
as belonging to its present self.” (Klein 28).
Engaging in what is above and below also requires the viewer to decelerate and be
aware of their surroundings. This enforces the notion that this in-between stage generates
contemplation. The viewer walks through the installation simultaneously wanting to
engage in what is above and below them, but ultimately while in that space, there is only
one or the other. Being between these contrasting conditions, the viewer is aware of their
movement through the piece. This act of considering what is below and above also
signifies looking to the past and ahead to restoration; the presence of smell is layered to
enhance this notion.
This parallels the concept of regression within psychology. Regression is a
defense mechanism that can occur when existing in this boundary. When experiencing
stress, an individual can revert to previous stages of development, unconsciously leaving
the present moment and return to past emotions and/or experiences (Dosamantes-Beaudry
21). The floor component of this installation is like returning to an earlier mode of
perception and retreating to sensations that stemmed from distress.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RELEASE

In the corner of the room there stands stacks of raw forms reminiscent of husks or
shells. Individually the fragments suggest simultaneously presence and absence, while as
a collective the accumulation is presented as a catacomb or barricade. These raw
individual sculptures are layers of fabric, stretched and gathered together like skin yet
they are callous like bones. First, seen in Recollect (see fig. 3.1), they are no longer
burned and the fragments appear to have taken form. There is an exterior and interior,
and the volumetric void suggests something had once occupied this space, but sheds itself
and its shell is left behind. The folds and perforations create shadows and variations that
highlight the textured surfaces.
There is a sense of vulnerability and fragility within each of the forms because of
their material and exposure of their interior cavity. Also reduced in scale, each individual
sculpture that makes up Recollect (see fig. 3.2) is comparable to body parts, intimate in
size. These forms represent another stage within healing, one of acceptance and letting go
of the past. The work also functions as a respectful burial site: a large tribute to what is
now over.
Release is an accumulated structure that is comparable to Capela Dos Ossos or
“Chapel of Bones” in the Portuguese town of Evora. The church walls are covered by
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human bones of over 5,000 monks that were created as a place of meditation. Constructed
as a sacred place of worship in the 16th century, even today it stands as a reminder of
mortality and that everything comes to an end (Sumitra). My structure and the ephemeral
forms is a parallel physical manifestation of experiences over a lifetime that becomes a
tribute to their loss and a sacred space that points to spiritual transcendence.
The significance of material in my work correlates to the concept of healing and
cleansing. Constructed out of cheesecloth, tarlatan fabric, fleece and gauze, they are sewn
together, dipped in clay slip, and stuffed with newspaper to shape a bulbous form. Often
used to dress a burn or laceration, gauze softly protects the skin from external impurities;
and the fleece insulates. The perforated fabrics, cheesecloth and tarlatan are used for
straining and cleaning. The use of porcelain slip is also comparable to kaolin poultice, a
natural paste spread on a cloth and then applied to the skin to draw out infections and
reduce pain.
Once the slip dries, the newspaper is removed to create a hollow interior. There is
no clear evidence or suggestion of destruction, but rather a tension or separation. The
place where the fabric gathers resembles that of a scar or wound.
The hollow terra cruda, or unfired clay, forms exude an emotion, one of isolation.
In Gaston Bachelard’s writing on shells in The Poetics of Space, he describes both a fear
and curiosity that comes with emerging from the shell, “We want to see and yet we are
afraid to see.” (Bachelard 110). There is a hesitation and reluctance to move forward and
let go of what may have once been a place of comfort and instead an impulse to escape to
a familiar location. Because the past source is present –the husk or shell – it functions
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like a felt but ephemeral memory of what has been left behind in the journey towards
healing.
Primarily working in clay, contemporary artist, Kristen Morgin, also creates
ephemeral objects that are fragmented, raw and look as if they are in the need of repair.
Layering unfired clay with a variety of other materials such as wood and wire, she evokes
a sense of survival even though it appears to be deconstructed and flawed (Amy 48). An
important aspect in both of our works is the concept of using natural materials that are
temporary and will deteriorate overtime. Her statement in an interview with Sculpture
magazine encompasses an essential facet in my practice as well: “What I like most about
my work is that it is so fragile. It’s precarious in its existence, and it needs a lot of
maintenance. That’s why I use unfired clay. The work comes with the shortcomings of
mortality. Fragility says something about mortality. It’s lousy that things break down. It
would change a lot of things if things were made to last forever. It would change how
people live their lives. Neither my sculptures nor the objects they are based on will last
forever. I like the double negative.” (Amy 50). While Morgin’s work is of sculptural
objects such as cellos or children’s toys, my work relates to the body, mind and spirit.
Although different in form, we both are having a similar conversation within our work
regarding the temporality of life.
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CHAPTER SIX
IMPRINT

Parallel to Release (see fig. 3.1) is Imprint (see fig. 4.1). Delicate layered ceramic
forms hang from the wall, appearing visceral and alive. The objects in Imprint exhibit a
restoration process of repair and new growth. Having gone through a transformation, they
no longer contain their source, unlike Recollect (see fig. 1.1) and Release (see fig. 3.1),
and have regenerated new layers. The cheesecloth, gauze and tarlatan fabric is fired out,
and an after image or fossilization occurs, representing an artifact or memory. This
installation represents the fourth phase within this transition of self-reconstruction and
self-continuity, the closest stage toward healing.
The husk’s voids are concealed with cheesecloth, stained with terra sigillata (a
refined clay slip) and coated with wax. The cheesecloth mends the holes, while the wax
seals the layers giving the forms a sense of life and enhancing its flesh-like qualities.
Their overall reconstruction functions similar to Threshold (see fig. 2.2). The cheesecloth
is restoring the wound, while the wax is preserving its current state. Wax is a natural
material, susceptible to deterioration but acts as a form of protection, sealing the
sculptural form and its layers that have accumulated below.
The implication of scarring is also seen in the ceramic surface of Imprint (see fig.
4.2), such as gathering, dimpling and veins, further suggesting a phase in repair. In both
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psychological and physical trauma, some scarring can be more prominent then others
depending on the seriousness of the wound. Its folds and imperfections are still exposed,
but the wax further preserves the fragile memory. Lifted on the wall, they function as
evidence of past events once experienced through its form and material, while indicating
life and record of its current state of renewal.
The psychology and visceral qualities behind Louise Bourgeois’ Lair (1962)
exhibits an interior and exterior that is comparable to the bulbous forms found in my
installation, Imprint. Formally both bodies of work are hollow forms possessing a
perforated visceral surface and containing an interior and exterior. Bourgeois’ Lair draws
the viewer into the internal space; “representing subjectivity in the process of emergence”
while my forms draws attention to the scarred surface suggesting an external infliction
and concealment of that internal experience (Nixon 184).
Imprint implies the memorialization of the transformation, and a remembrance of
its conditions while existing within this in-between state. As human beings, we are
constantly changing and evolving within the self and often such changes stem from these
difficult transitions. It is through memory that we create self-continuity and how we
construct our personal identities. Once finding renewal and stability in this psychological
space, this experience does not cease to exist, but remains as a reminder of who we once
were and our capabilities to endure.
This rejuvenation allows for self-continuity. As Plato stated in his Symposium
(207d), “A man is said to be the same person from childhood until he is advanced in
years: yet though he is called the same he does not at any time possess the same
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properties; he is continually becoming a new person, and there are also things which he
loses, as appears by his hair, his flesh, his bones and his blood and body together. And
observe that not only in his body but in his soul besides we find none of his manners or
habits, his opinions, desires, pleasures, pains or fears, ever abiding the same in his
particular self; some things grow in him, while others perish” (Tankha 66). My work
points to the truth of Plato’s argument, suggesting that the wounds will heal during the
course of our lives, renew us as we change to become stronger, more resilient beings.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION

Throughout life everyone experiences both physical and psychological pains and
adversities. In time, the body, mind and spirit are capable of healing. It is within this
liminal space between infliction and renewal that the self endures an elusive process that
is part of the human condition. Within my installation I have set up a metaphor for the
physical and psychological stages of healing through form, materials, color and process.
As the viewer navigates the space, it is the fragmentation and suggestion of form and
textures that allude to healing of the mind and spirit over time. With the use of natural
materials, such as porcelain slip, cheesecloth, gauze and paper the work further suggests
fragility and mortality. Giving form to this intangible notion of psychological healing, it
is my desire that the installation allows for contemplation and generates an emotional
response in my viewer.
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Fig. 1.1 Recollect
Cheesecloth, tarlatan fabric, gauze, fleece, porcelain slip, red iron oxide, wax
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Fig. 1.2 Recollect and Threshold
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Fig. 2.1 Threshold
Vellum, cheesecloth, tarlatan fabric, porcelain slip, terra sigillata, wax, monofilament
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Fig. 2.2 Threshold (Detail)
Vellum, cheesecloth, tarlatan fabric, porcelain slip, terra sigillata, wax, monofilament
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Fig. 3.1 Release
Cheesecloth, tarlatan fabric, gauze, fleece, porcelain slip
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Fig. 3.2 Release (Detail)
Cheesecloth, tarlatan fabric, gauze, fleece, porcelain slip
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Fig. 4.1 Imprint
Porcelain, terra sigillata, cheesecloth, wax, steel
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Fig. 4.2 Imprint (Detail)
Porcelain, terra sigillata, cheesecloth, wax, steel
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Appendix A
Clay Bodies

Semi-Porcelain Cone 10 Slip:

100%

10,000g

Grolleg/Tile 6/EPK

35%

3,500g

Ball Clay- OM4

15%

1,500g

Silica/Flint

25%

2,500g

Custer Feldspar

25%

2,500g

___________________________________________
Water

40%

4,000g

Darvan 7

.35%-.6%

35-60g

(For a clay body: No Darvan 7, instead blunge 2-3% Bentonite in water)
*Figure out specific gravity of the slip before using:
Test 50g of slip with a syringe. Multiply the weight of the slip by 2. Move the
decimal 2 places to the left. (e.g. 175g=1.75 specific gravity)
* Specific Gravity should be between 1.7-1.8

Peter Beasecker Cone 10 Porcelain:
Grolleg

50%

Custer Feldspar

27%

Silica/Flint

23%

Bentonite

1-2%
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Clay Bodies (Continued)
Peter Beasecker Cone 10 Porcelain with Flux: (Soda/Salt Firing)
Grolleg

55%

Nepheline Syenite

25%

Ball Clay- OM4

15%

Silica/Flint

10%

Bentonite

2%

Paper-clay Cone 10 Stoneware:
Hawthorne

50%

Ball Clay-OM4

25%

Custer Feldspar

10%

Silica/Flint

5%

Fine Grog

1-10%

*Blunge 1-2 rolls of toilet paper in water
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Appendix B
Glazes

Makin’s Matt Base: Cone 6

grams

Nepheline Syenite

46.2

*Mason Stains:

Barium Carbonate

21.19

Bright Green

Whiting

12.19

Canary Yellow 7%

Lithium Carbonate

2.25

Sea Green

Ball Clay- OM4

7.39

Saturn Orange 7%

Silica/Flint

9.54

______________________________
Bentonite

#150 Base: Cone 10

2%

grams

Nepheline Syenite

35

Dolomite

20

Whiting

5

Grolleg

20

Silica/Flint

20
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2%

.5%

Glazes (Continued)
Strontium Crystal Matte: Cone 6

grams

Custer Feldspar

19.76

*Mason Stains:

Nepheline Syenite

19.76

MS 6385 1%= Green

Whiting

14.78

MS 6026 1%= Cream

Strontium Carbonate

10.88

MS 6003 1%= Pink

EPK

12.87

Zinc Oxide 7%=Yellow

Frit 3124

4.99

Lithium Carbonate

4.99

Titanium Dioxide

11.88

_____________________________
Bentonite

Ogden Gold: Cone 6

2.00

grams

Manganese Dioxide

60

Copper Oxide (Black)

10

Red Art Clay

20

EPK

10
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Glazes (Continued)
Yellow Salt: Cone 6 or Cone 10

grams

Nepheline Syenite

60.6

Dolomite

20.0

Zircopax

15.2

Ball Clay- OM4

4.2

______________________________
Add: Copper Carbonate 2%-4% = Turquoise

Bringle Slip: Cone 6

grams

EPK

20

*Stains:

Ball Clay- OM4

20

Rutile 20% = Gold

Nepheline Syenite

25

Red Iron Oxide 20%= Brown

Silica/Flint

30

Cobalt 3%= Blue/green

Borax

5

Zircopax 10%= White

____________________________

MS Saturn Orange 7%

Bentonite

Yellow Iron Oxide 2%= Rust

2
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Glazes (Continued)
Sam Chung Satin Matte: Cone 10

grams

F4 Feldspar

35.7

Nepheline Syenite

21.4

Whiting

14.3

Kaolin

14.4

Barium Carbonate

7.1

Zinc Oxide

7.1

_____________________________
Add: Copper Carbonate .5%= Turquoise

Dragon Green Base: Cone 6

grams

G200/ Custer Feldspar

43

Cornwall Stone

22

Whiting

18

EPK

5

Zinc Oxide

8

Titanium Dioxide

4

_____________________________
Bentonite

2
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Appendix C
Materials and Process

Construction of the fabric bulbous forms:
Materials: Gauze, fleece, cheesecloth, tarlatan fabric
I started by cutting the fabrics and sewing them together to form a pocket, leaving
a hole for my hand to fit inside. Immersing the pouch into porcelain slip, I massage the
clay into the fibers and insuring the fabric absorbed the slip. Once saturated, I wring out
any excess slip and stuff the pocket with newspaper giving it is form. Its final step is
hanging it to dry.

Hollow and deconstructed ephemeral bulbous forms:
When completely dry there are multiple processes I can further take with these
forms. One option is extracting the newspaper leaving the interior hollow (seen in
Release). It is important to carefully pull out the paper as it can cause the structure to
weaken and no longer hold its form. Once majority of the paper is out, it is often
necessary to pick out any small scraps of paper left behind. If the newsprint ink is visible
brushing a coat of porcelain slip can cover the text.
Another process is to deconstruct the forms (seen in Recollect) and requires a
torch, water and metal tools such as a pin tool and a knife. Finding a safe area outside to
work, I ignite the paper within the forms. It is important to pay attention to the exterior
fabric and make sure it isn’t burning too much otherwise the material will become fragile
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and crumble. This is where the water comes in handy gently sponging drops of water on
the flame. This also moistens the fabric causing it to loose its form. Once cool, I continue
to torch the exterior of the form and pull apart the fabric further, to look like skins, no
longer holding its bulbous form. The final step is to highlight the deconstructed form and
its undulations with hot paraffin wax and red iron oxide on its charred slip dipped
surface.

Ceramic bulbous forms: (Imprint)
When creating the ceramic forms, the first step is to take the dry slip dipped
bulbous forms (previous to any deconstruction), leave the newspaper inside and fire them
to cone 9. This burns out any fabric and paper, leaving a ceramic shell. Next, I gently
pick out any ceramic chards that are left behind inside the hollow form from the fabric
and paper. I proceed to stain the ceramic exterior with terra sigillata and use it as a wash,
wiping away the refined slip, highlighting the form’s texture. Once dry, I cut cheesecloth
to cover any perforations and sealing the fabric with paraffin wax. Ensuring the wax is
hot, I then cover the entire form with wax, layering it in particular areas emphasizing its
flesh-like qualities. Finally, with a diamond bit I drill holes in the form in order to hang
them on the wall. The ceramic forms are hung on two steel rods that I have fabricated,
becoming part of the display.
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